mobility:
the world within reach for Disney

Industry Leadership: Environmental Initiatives

Because it is the right thing to do
Alexander’s Mobility Services’ core business utilizes consumables that could have an environmental impact – particularly
fossil fuels and paper. Supporting our vision and mission of
being an industry leader, we have implemented several
environmentally-focused initiatives to minimize or eliminate
that impact.

On the Road
Generators instead of idling diesels
It was once common for drivers to leave their massive diesel
engines running for heat and electricity during stops. Now
Alexander’s drivers have generator systems to provide their
on-board electricity needs and to warm engines for easier
starts.
Clean Machines
Our operations team closely monitors the maintenance
schedules for all of our equipment to ensure it is performing at
peak efficiency. Our monitoring software tells us when
equipment should be serviced, lubricated, oil-changes, even
washed. We continually rotate out old, inefficient trailers and
invest in modern, lightweight rolling stock to ensure our fleet is
operating at peak efficiency and performance.
P.S.I. Tire Inflation System
All Alexander’s trailers utilize the P.S.I. Tire Inflation System for
peak efficiency, minimized emission impact, fuel economy and
maximized tire wear. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
recognizes the systems effectiveness and recommends it as an
industry standard.
EZPass & Prepass
The same EZPass transponders you use for toll roads, tunnels
and bridges save our drivers time and - literally - energy by
eliminating fuel consuming idling and acceleration at toll
stops.
Prepass transponders help our drivers roll past weigh stations
by sending all the appropriate information digitally to the
station. If there are no weight and safety issues the driver gets a
green light to continue on their journey without the fuelconsuming stop.

In the Office
When Documents Aren’t Documents

Alexander’s offices used to be consumed by massive filing
cabinets filled with years-worth of documentation. No
longer…we now create digital files of all federal and state
required moving documentation. We have eliminated literally
tons of paperwork and made accessing information a quick
mouse click away.
Handheld computers have replaced traditional survey paperwork creating a more accurate and efficient way to communicate work estimates.
Energy Star electronics have proven to save companies
thousands in energy costs and represent a tangible example of
wise energy management. Alexander’s always looks for the
Energy Star Qualified label when purchasing equipment

On the Job
Post Move Recycling

Traditionally, moving generates an avalanche of paper and
cardboard. It remains the staple of our industry and the best
available method to protect household effects for transport.
Alexander’s recognizes the potential impact of post-move
debris and has endeavored to do all we can to reduce, reuse
and recycle.
Currently, we recycle nearly 80% of all post-move paper and
cardboard debris. This far exceeds state environmental
mandates. Alexander’s facilities are equipped with their own
balers to keep the warehouse looking good and making the
recycling process more efficient.

Brand New Packing...Again

We work closely with select vendors to ensure we get the best
recycled materials available without sacriÿcing cleanliness or
structural integrity. On commercial relocations, reusable
packing and containers - like TYGA plastic bins, reusable plastic
zip bags, and sturdy plastic speed bins - are a few of the
innovative materials that are commonplace on our projects.
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